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If the checkbox is checked, the ODT will use the Default (English language) language
pack, and it will not include Office 2016 product updates. For more information, see the

\"Configure language packs\" section,
\"Microsoft.office.2016.proofing.tools.kit.compilation.x86.x64\" entry in the Microsoft

Product Support Services Site . After you have installed the ODT, the configuration file can
be edited for settings other than the ones listed in this article. For example, you can set

the path to the client items directory, or tell the ODT what language it will use to generate
the client packages. The instructions for editing the configuration.xml file are detailed in

this article: Understanding the configuration.xml file in the Office Deployment Tool.
Microsoft created the Office Project Standard 2021 project template in Excel. It includes

sample projects that contain detailed design layouts of business sites, including the
following example projects: Microsoft created the Microsoft Project Standard 2021 project

template in Visio. It includes sample projects that contain detailed design layouts of
business sites, including the following example projects: Applications that do not work as
expected may be caused by an incorrect version of the.NET Framework, or.NET Runtime.

Installing this update is not recommended for end users who are not.NET developers.
However, if you are a.NET developer and you encounter compatibility issues while

installing or using any Microsoft Office package or application, you may want to install this
patch. For example, if you have chosen to allow Microsoft Customer Experience and you

want to suppress the customer feedback page, you can do so by adding the following
settings to your configuration.xml file: true support@microsoft.com

NATHAN.J.HOLTZER@MICROSOFT.COM http://support.microsoft.com/kb/898834
support@microsoft.com false
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If you want to use the Click-to-Run version of Office,
you will need to select a directory to download to and
install in the Click-to-Run configuration. You can, for

example, do this from the Office Online apps. You can
configure the environment settings for Office that you
want to use with the ODT. When you configure Office
and run the ODT on a system, the ODT automatically
configures a default configuration and then creates a
new one with the settings that you specified. Follow

the Command Prompt (cmd) instructions to set up the
computer as a device to be used for Office LTSC 2021

installation. This example assumes that you will be
installing Office LTSC 2021 from a DVD ROM. See the

following procedures for your preferred method to
install the Office.exe files. The most convenient way to
obtain and use the Office LTSC 2021 Installation DVD
is through one of the following paths. These paths are
pre-pasted into a new window that opens when you
double-click on the online Office LTSC 2021 X86.x64
setup.exe file. If you are copying the setup.exe file to
a network share and using a DVD in CD-ROM drive,

you need to pre-paste the path to your DVD in the text
area for the SetupSourceLocation property. Open a
new window (see image below). Paste the following

path into the SetupSourceLocation property. Note that
the double quotes are needed, even though you are
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pasting into a text box. You can specify any drive
letter on the computer, and the path does not have to
end with a on the same line as the path. For example,

in this case, we are pasting a path to a DVD-ROM.
Press Enter when you are done pasting the path, and

click OK. In a new window, follow the Setup
instructions for the Office LTSC 2021 X86.x64

setup.exe file that you just downloaded. You can only
have one Office installation DVD connected to the

computer at a time. 5ec8ef588b
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